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This  overwhelming  yet  cleverly  obscured  phenomenon  of
extremely patient, devious long range planning by the changing
guard of the “powers that be” is of paramount importance.

The  ‘patience  of  the  planners’  aspect  eventually  becomes
evident to any sincere researcher, and literally haunts and
even taunts with its seductive perfidy. Even putting your
finger on this slippery subject is a chore, since we don’t
think like they do and have a hard time even conceiving of
such inter-generational, pathological conniving, the complete
fulfillment of which most would knowingly not see in their
lifetimes. It’s beyond us.

And  that’s  the  key.  They’re  not  normal.  Something  very
powerful and sinister is driving them.

Fully developed conscious humans wouldn’t plot and scheme for
generations  to  take  over  the  world  at  any  cost  to  its
inhabitants.  Most  humans  inherently  trust  and  positively
contribute in conscious, natural ways, endeavoring to pass on
to their progeny loving wisdom and a better world. We natural
born citizens believe in the decency of humanity and that
natural and spiritual laws are clearly delineated via the
simplest  observations  of  the  world  around  us  and  the
revelations  of  our  awakened  conscience.

Love and truth are not all that complicated. Naturally.
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However, seriously perverted and otherwise motivated elements
feel they need to control and steer and harvest the energies
of everyone else. Natural law and order are anathema to them.
They’ve decided for some insane, occult reason, that humanity
is  diseased  with  its  own  ‘naturalness’  and  needs  to  be
corralled, cleansed, modified and even “maintained” at certain
population  levels.  Their  self-styled,  cold  so-called
intellectual prowess dictates a world with the “illuminated”
man taking the earth-bound masses into a utopia designed by
these self-appointed elites, for these same elites, and with
them in absolute power over a populace enthralled with its
very enslavement.

And they’re pretty damn close in many respects, sad to say.

But  what  really  opens  people’s  eyes  is  realizing  this  is
something that is spiritually driven, and when you connect
enough dots you see there is a core intelligence behind these
tentacles of control being exerted on humanity.

And it’s ugly.

A Slippery Concept With Woeful Consequences 
What I’m driving at is the ageless nature of this conspiracy
by a very few to take dominion over the earth and how they’re
going about it. I maintain that very long-term planning with
extreme,  deliberate  patience  is  their  greatest  “stealth”
weapon.

In fact, in the words of Adam Weishaupt, the hired founder of
the Bavarian Illuminati, this slow moving shroud of secrecy is
the  very  same  weapon  used  to  attract  followers  and
participants  in  this  furtive  plan.  He  said:

Of all the means I know to lead men, the most effectual is a
concealed mystery. The hankering of the mind is irresistible.

That’s how they work; in secret, very slowly, yet right in



your face. The reason is for the distinct purpose of not being
noticed. In fact, after the Bavarian Illuminati were found out
they were banished and took refuge within Masonic lodges, told
to be a secret society within another secret society. Next
they were told to start philanthropic organizations. And on
they’ve moved within institution after institution.

Lies within lies. Who would imagine such a thing? They would.

Time Lapse Dot Connecting 
Just watch politics and economics, and especially societal
changes.  When  you  look  back  historically  some  things  are
extremely clear in how they developed. However, for the people
living within those changes? Did the Germans see what they
were being led into under the Nazis? Did the Russians know
they were begging for their own mass execution when they got
behind an apparently populist Communist movement?

Do the Americans know their once beloved Republic is fast
becoming much worse than Nazi Germany? Most don’t.

And how did the world get the way it did at any point? By
degrees, always by degrees. Cataclysmic social changes like
outright revolutions are the exception, but even those are
brought  about  by  slow  planning,  seeding  and  preparation,
usually  for  many  years.  And  yes,  by  a  small  minority  of
extremely determined and proactive conspiratorial plotters and
planners.

And  who  has  almost  outlawed  talking  about,  never  mind
believing in, conspiracies? The conspirators, of course

They can ostensibly do some drastic, very noticeable things at
times, but then they’ll soften in other areas so as to not
cause too big a reaction. They could take gasoline prices
through the roof and gouge the public even more than they do,
but they know the “natives will get restless” when they push
too hard and too fast. Instead, they’ll work another area such



as  the  war  arena  or  vaccines  or  climate  change  to  get
everyone’s  minds  off  of  monetary  issues,  if  need  be.

They have a lot of cards to play.

They’re devilishly smart. When you start seeing how pervasive
this relentless inching forward of their plan is on so many
fronts it can be quite disturbing.

Light, Shadows and Long Term Degradation 
One of best analogies that demonstrates the subtly of this
slow, long range mindset is noticing how you see the slow
movement of the Sun by its effects. You don’t actually see the
Sun move, but you trace its motion by its placement in the
sky, and the shadows cast by trees and buildings. It’s like
watching  the  stars…except  for  a  few  asteroids,  everything
moves just beyond where you can detect motion. If you go into
the house for a few minutes and come back to look at the sky,
everything  will  have  moved.  But  it’s  just  beyond  visual
detection.

Similarly, the effects of the social engineering efforts of
these few very determined manipulators can be seen in the slow
moving and evolving shadows of societal change. And almost
always for the worse, unless they’re doing some PR of some
sort to make something more “palatable” to their subjects.

Just trace some of the trends.

The destruction of the family unit has not just been a
coincidence.
The degradation of morality and the debasement of human
behavior  via  manipulated  mass  media  garbage  is  no
accident.
A dumbing down educational system that rings bells and
buzzers  as  if  for  lab  rats  and  shoves  fabricated
repetitive  data  and  meaningless  dis-associative
information into children’s minds like a meat grinder is



just the way they want it.
The  rape  and  wanton  destruction  of  the  environment,
including our seas, skies, lands and food chain is fully
engineered.
While wars, economies, political states and corporate
conglomerates  are  managed  by  this  same  manipulative
handful via their massively powerful banking arm.

All with the express purpose of destroying civilization from
within and without to bring about a new world order of their
design.

And this doesn’t touch the inherent enforced ignorance via
withholding  knowledge  while  promoting  fabricated  religions,
phony science and false history…and that for millennia.

The So-called Elites are Parasites 
In a way this “patience of the Illuminati planners” concept
exemplifies  the  very  difference  between  so-called  normal
humanity and those who subscribe to this nefarious elitist
mindset. Most could never conceive that anything so vast, so
thoroughly planned, even to go so far as passing through one
begrudging,  power-mad  bloodline  generation  after  another,
could possibly be afoot.

Yet it is, much like a parasite or alien creature that has
invaded a body. The initial subject is turned into a host,
considered nothing more than a living feeding ground for them,
while the parasitic creature slowly strengthens and multiplies
and literally re-forms what it can of the original organism to
serve its purposes.

There are a lot of theories as to what exactly is the nature
of  these  would-be  controllers,  from  simply  pathological
demagogues  with  serious  psychiatric  problems,  to  persons
controlled by demonic spiritual entities or trans-dimensional
alien  races  of  reptilian  origin.  Anyway  you  look  at  it,
something’s afoot and humanity better wake up to it.



Because these parasites are about to kill their hosts.

The Illuminati Question 
The question remains, who and what is directing these changes?
Can there really be a plot to bring about a specific desired
result through social, economic, political and even biological
manipulation over these long periods of time?

Herein lies the aha moment for many.

In  the  words  of  Winston  Churchill  in  1920;  (although  he
himself played a similar role on the other side of the coin..)

“From the days of Adam Spartacus-Weishaupt to those of Karl
Marx, to those of Trotsky, Bela Kun, Rosa Luxembourg, and
Emma Goldman, this world wide conspiracy for the overthrow of
civilization and for the reconstitution of society on the
basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence and
impossible equality, has been steadily growing. It played a
definitely recognizable role in the tragedy of the French
Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every subversive
movement during the nineteenth century, and now at last this
band of extraordinary personalities from the underworld of
the great cities of Europe and America have gripped the
Russian people by the hair of their heads, and have become
practically the undisputed masters of that enormous empire.”

Manly P; Hall, himself a 33rd degree Freemason, was a prolific
writer about the occult mystery schools. While these occult,
(meaning hidden) teachings have been around for millennia,
they’ve  been  shrouded  in  secrecy  and  a  “don’t  touch”
classification to keep this knowledge from the common man,
whom they call the profane, oddly enough. (Oh how they love to
twist concepts to keep us confused.)

The  following  summary  is  a  simplified  history  and  quite
profound and ends with a bang. (Emphases mine.)



The Illuminati “Brotherhood” of the Great School – Some
Background
Today, the term Illuminati is used to loosely describe the
small group of powerful individuals who are working towards
the creation of a World Government, with the issue of a single
world currency and a single world religion. Although it is
difficult to determine if this group descends directly from
the original Bavarian Illuminati or that it even uses the term
Illuminati, its tenets and methods are in perfect continuation
of it. As stated above, the name that is used to describe the
occult  elite  can  change.  And,  ultimately,  the  name  is
irrelevant; what needs to be recognized is the underlying
current that has existed for centuries.

According to Manly. P Hall, the Bavarian Illuminati was part
of what he calls the “Universal Brotherhood”, an invisible
Order at the “source” of most Hermetic Secret Societies of the
past. It has worked for centuries towards the transformation
of  mankind,  guiding  it  through  a  worldwide  alchemical
process. The same way the alchemical Great Work seeks to turn
crude metals into gold, it claims to work towards a similar
metamorphosis of the world. According to Hall, the Universal
Brotherhood  sometimes  makes  itself  visible,  but  under  the
guise of different names and symbols. This would mean that the
Knights  Templars,  Freemasons,  Rosicrucians,  and  Illuminati
are temporary visible manifestations of an underlying force
that is infinitely more profound and more powerful. However,
human beings being what they are – weak toward greed and
power-lust – these movements often become more corrupted and
end  up  conspiring  against  the  masses  for  more  power  and
material gain.

Hall concludes that the Illuminati existed long before the
advent of Weishaupt’s Order and that it still exists today. It
was  under  the  guise  of  defeat  and  destruction  that  the
Illuminati realized its greatest victories.



“Weishaupt emerged as a faithful servant of a higher cause.
Behind  him  moved  the  intricate  machinery  of  the  Secret
School. As usual, they did not trust their full weight to any
perishable institution. The physical history of the Bavarian
Illuminati extended over a period of only twelve years. It is
difficult to understand, therefore, the profound stir which
this movement caused in the political life of Europe. We are
forced to the realization that this Bavarian group was only
one fragment of a large and composite design.

All efforts to discover the members of the higher grades of
the Illuminist Order have been unsuccessful. It has been
customary, therefore, to assume that these higher grades did
not exist except in the minds of Weishaupt and von Knigge. Is
it  not  equally  possible  that  a  powerful  group  of  men,
resolved to remain entirely unknown, moved behind Weishaupt
and pushed him forward as a screen for its own activities?

The ideals of Illuminism, as they are found in the pagan
Mysteries of antiquity, were old when Weishaupt was born, and
it is unlikely that these long-cherished convictions perished
with his Bavarian experiment. The work that was unfinished in
1785 remains unfinished in 1950. Esoteric Orders will not
become extinct until the purpose which brought them into
being has been fulfilled. Organizations may perish, but the
Great School is indestructible.” Source

Indestructible? Look What’s Arriving!
“Organizations  may  perish,  but  the  Great  School  is
indestructible.” says worshipful adherent Hall. Sorry, I don’t
share his reverence for all that “knowledge”, especially not
in that context. Yeah, there will always be creeps who yield
to the dark side and will do anything for temporal power and
glory and use any means they can to do so.

But their time in this cycle is almost over.
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It is astonishing seeing their avarice and bravado so fully on
display on the world stage right now. It seems to be peaking
at this point in history as they think they have this pretty
well sewn up with World War Three coming down the “pike” and
the  world  being  so  well  conditioned  to  accept  the  coming
police state and New World Order.

And any moves the people make to resist at this point seem to
only serve to strengthen their grip, like a Chinese handcuff.

Fear Not
They’ll have their day in many ways. But it doesn’t have to be
YOUR day. It’s really a time to get clear of it all. Pull out
of their sticky system every way you can. As humanity wakes up
from its slumber we’re seeing the shadows flee.

And it is happening now, and it is truly glorious! Keep heart!
Stay on top of it, and help others do the same.

I believe that unarmed truth and unconditional love will have
the final word in reality. This is why right, temporarily
defeated, is stronger than evil triumphant. – Martin Luther
King, Jr.
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